The Business Puzzle
Business is all about
Generating materialistic excess!
Leadership and luck
Are major ingredients in its success
We often know not the exact reasons
When we get or make more.
But as money pours in
We believe, our steps were correct for sure!
The executives and their deputies
In routine, meet often to instruct too fast
How the three lines should be tackled
And the targets achieved with a must!
Top lines, Bottom lines and Collection
In the plans are precisely cast
And in the performance meetings that are set
The Heads would review to assess if these are met.
Sure the team after arguments and scream achieves something as the output,
No bona fide toil can get lost.
But watching the comedy each time for a couple of years,
In me, different images got cast.
I found such discussions and follow-ups
Eventually become a routine action
And therefore, I thought the real reasons for success
Must be sought to write a scholastic version!!
It is true that to climb the Himalayas
We need to use our own feet!
And that ’s the case for all the best things
That we achieve and acquire to greet.
In the materialistic world, little would come to us

By only on reliance and faith
Unless one is lucky to get served
And has a precisely great fate
But I have seen a pattern
In all the successful men.
Irrespective of profession,
They are destined to gain!
Most working bees around them
Move with great belief,
The leader would come out for them all,
With their most sought relief!
There is a shield of unstinted faith
Around the man,
That unites on beliefs
That unbreakable is this can!
And accomplishments line up
Till the time is kind.
I call it a gift of luck
Till bad time shows up to grind.
The successful ones were not always
The sharpest creatures, whom I had often met.
But there were ingredients in them
Which were identified by many to be the ones to set
The difference, but I have seen qualities such as these
In ordinary unsuccessful ones too
I am therefore, with the puzzle
And have not yet been able to conclude the issue!

